This essay focuses on the work of Caryl Phillips, a British author of Caribbean origin. It examines how his character-driven fiction has addressed masculinities over the years. The first part starts from the observation of a relative deficit in masculine visibility in Phillips' fiction from The Final Passage (1985) to A Distant Shore (2003) and takes a closer look at these "invisible men", analyzing what features they share and also examining the reasons, narrative and otherwise, behind their relative inconspicuousness. The second part of the essay concentrates on Phillips' latest novel, In the Falling Snow (2009), which is concerned with a "native son" of a kind and his relationships with his own father. The prominent male presence in this book not only begs for a re-examination of the male figures in Phillips' earlier fiction, it also calls into question the dichotomies that often permeate conventional approaches to gender.
5 inscribed". 6 The other examination of Phillips' early male protagonists is by Faizal Forrester, who construes the homo-erotic dreams of the African interpreter in Higher Ground as an expression of the commodification and "the process of radical 'othering' [suffered by] the black male body" in the context of the transatlantic slave trade. 7 As these two analyses indicate, the masculinity of the migrant male and the slave is threatened by a larger order over which they do not exert any leverage, a clear sign of their tragic powerlessness.
One question to be asked at this stage is whether this acknowledgement of impotence could equally apply to Phillips' other male characters, whose masculinity has nevertheless not been systematically addressed by critics. What is certain is that, unlike Phillips' female protagonists, the great majority of the men in his fiction are black in an often white environment and have for this reason to bear the burden of a century-long history of segregation and discrimination, which often tragically curtails their ability to take control of their own lives and that of their families, a lack of power often regarded as incompatible with normative masculinity. Such is less often the case for Phillips' white male characters, like The second type that seems to recur in Phillips' early fiction is that of the "Uncle Tom", a black individual who has been transformed, alienated even, by his meeting with the world of the white man to such an extent that he could in some way be regarded as a traitor to his own community, not to say his own race. The African interpreter in "Heartland", the first section of Higher Ground, the educated and Christianized slave Cambridge in the eponymous novel, Nash Williams, the manumitted African American slave who goes to Liberia on a civilizing mission in Crossing the River, the Othello figure in The Nature of Blood, and even Solomon, the African refugee in contemporary England in A Distant Shore, all could to some degree be described as having compromised with the West for different reasons, including the need for survival but also the desire to be loved and to give meaning to their own existence.
Nevertheless, as John Ford reminds us, Phillips' subtle portrayal of these ambiguous figures steers clear of depicting them as mere collaborators: it rather presents them as embodying "the encounter between cultures, flawed, discomfiting but human". Keith's fraught relationship that the narratives of the invisible ancestors are necessary for today's native sons to understand themselves, to know where they come from but also more crucially where they might be heading, which again highlights the essential role of literature as a medium for a better understanding of oneself and others. Phillips recently reaffirmed his belief in literature as a tool of human knowledge, for, he said, "it embraces and celebrates a place of no truths, it relishes ambiguity, and it deeply respects the place where everybody", including his invisible men and his native sons, "has the right to be understood". 54
